Determining Appropriate Lane-Changing Spacing for Off-Ramp Areas of Urban Expressways
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Abstract: Congestion has become a significant issue in recent years and has greatly affected the efficiency of urban traffic operation. Random and disorderly lane-changing behavior greatly reduces traffic capacity and safety. This paper is mainly concerned with the relationship of lane-changing spacing intervals provided by off-ramp facilities and traffic flow conditions. Through field investigations in Beijing, several typical lane-changing behaviors at off-ramp areas are analyzed. By using field traffic data and actual road geometry parameters, VISSIM-based micro-behavior simulations at off-ramp areas are implemented to obtain traffic flow conditions with different lane-changing spacing intervals and other model parameters, such as traffic volume and ratio of off-ramp vehicles. Then, the numerical relationships between traffic flow state and model parameters can be shown. The results show that with increasing traffic volume and the ratio of off-ramp vehicles, the lane-changing spacing interval required by vehicles should be increased. For the same ratio of off-ramp vehicles, if the traffic volume increases by 100 pcu/h/lane (pcu is a unit to stand for a standard passenger car), the corresponding lane-changing spacing interval should be increased by a spacing of 50–100 m to avoid increasing congestion. Based on the results of this paper, smart lane management can be implemented by optimizing lane-changing spacing intervals and lane-changing behaviors to improve traffic capacity.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of society and the economy, cities are enlarged every year, especially in China. The quantity of motor vehicles continues to increase. In many large metropolitan areas, the road capacity cannot meet actual daily travel demands. As the main artery of urban traffic, urban expressways play a key role in daily urban transportation throughout the road network. The continual growth of daily travel demand leads to significant issues of traffic safety and congestion, which have seriously affected the efficiency of urban traffic operations. The Highway Safety Manual [1] shows that insufficient lane-changing spacing greatly increases the possibility of crashes, which could lead to safety problems and congestion. One of the main causes of traffic congestion is random and disorderly lane-changing behaviors. Bad driving behaviors will cause additional traffic delay, for example, at signalized road intersections, driving behavior has a serious impact on traffic delays [2]. Non-standard lane-changing behavior significantly influences road capacity of urban expressways. Lane-changing behaviors in off-ramp areas is a typical mandatory lane-changing behavior, which leads
to remarkable influence on the following or adjacent traffic streams, especially for congestion flow. Therefore, determining appropriate lane-changing spacing intervals for off-ramp vehicles and guiding reasonable lane-changing activity are urgent problems for traffic researchers and engineers.

This paper is concerned with lane-changing spacing intervals and reasonable lane-changing locations in off-ramp areas of urban expressways. This paper searches for the optimizing mechanism of lane-changing spacing intervals to promote the road capacity of existing off-ramps by guiding and restraining driver lane-changing behaviors.

Based on the research in this paper, two ways can be realized to solve the off-ramp congestion in engineering by determining reasonable lane-changing spacing intervals for certain off-ramp areas and traffic volume demands. Findings can be applied in the following aspects: (1) to further optimize lane-changing behaviors to improve road capacity, (2) to provide a reference for location selection and design of urban expressway entrances and exits, and (3) to guide the design for appropriate combinations of strategy in lane-changing behavior.

The remainder of this paper is organized into the following sections: The next section details the analysis of lane-changing behaviors. Then, the model and simulation section gives the simulation scenarios and parameters. The next section presents the simulation results, analyses, and discussion. Finally, the concluding remarks and future work are presented.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Impact of Lane-Changing Behavior

Lane-changing behavior is becoming a significant concern in the research community. Many researchers have investigated this issue by proposing new or modified models [3–7], by simulating lane-changing behaviors in micro- or macro-scenarios [5,8–12], or by analyzing field data from traffic sensors [3,4,13–16].

For mandatory lane changes, Cao et al. [3] presented an exploratory study of lane change execution and proposed a lane-changing behavior model on arterial roads. For off-ramp areas, Liu et al. [6] presented a second-order partial differential equation model that was used to simulate both compulsive lane-changing behavior and free lane-changing behavior.

By using field vehicle trajectory data, Jin [4] developed a multi-commodity, behavioral Lighthill–Whitham–Richards (LWR) model of lane-changing traffic flow and calibrated fundamental diagrams corresponding to a triangular car-following fundamental diagram with NGSIM data. Keyvan et al. proposed that [8,9] the decision process of lane-changing maneuvers was investigated by driving on a freeway with participants. The participants revealed that the choices to change lanes are related to their speed choice, and there are four basic strategies for lane-changing decisions: speed leading, speed leading with overtaking, lane leading, and traffic leading. Wang et al. [11] examined the impact of driver propensity on lane-changing. Driver propensity is her/his emotion state or the corresponding preference of a decision or action; the researchers considered dynamic recognition of a driver’s propensity in simulation scenarios by analyzing their psycho-physic characteristics. In [14], Du et al. studied the relationship of high-occupancy vehicle facilities and lane-changing behaviors. They used lane change data with a high resolution in both time and space from videos of lane-changing frequency, comparing data with continuous-access, high-occupancy vehicle facilities and limited-access, high-occupancy vehicle facilities. Zeng et al. [17] found pertinent characteristics by analyzing lane-changing times with the total deviation velocity. Wang et al. [18] proposed parallel driving in cyber-physical-social space, considering interactions among vehicles, human drivers, and information.

2.2. Impact of Weaving Sections

For weaving sections, Mai et al. [19] investigated a lane-change distribution advisory application based on cooperative intelligent transport systems for weaving vehicles. They alleviated the
lane-changing concentration problem by coordinating weaving vehicles. Tang et al. [20] studied the impacts of lane width and the number of lanes on multilane traffic flow. The researchers proposed a new multilane traffic flow model exploring the influences of lane width, closing lanes, and changing the number of lanes on traffic flow in each lane.

Because improper mandatory lane-changing maneuvers in the vicinity of off-ramps jeopardize traffic efficiency and safety [21], appropriate locations for advance warnings of mandatory lane changes will play a significant role in optimizing lane-changing behaviors for off-ramp vehicles. Seraj [22] proposed a model to consider both speed and density difference as lane-changing incentive and to study variable speed limit compliance impacts on lane-changing patterns. He found that voluntary compliance to variable speed limits had insignificant implications for compliance behavior, and variable speed limit compliance improvement will be necessary. This will eventually bring favorable change in collective lane-changing patterns. Yun et al. [23] studied in-vehicle navigation information impacts on lane-changing behavior at expressway diverge segments. They used a driving simulator to compare data of lane-changing position and merging gap from field surveys and simulations. Their results showed that traffic flow density and the time point of the initial navigation will vary lane-changing behavior. Under medium to high density conditions, in-vehicle navigation information will have a significant, positive impact on lane-changing safety. They also suggested that it will be better if in-vehicle navigation information can be provided earlier, within range of 2 km upstream of the off-ramp. This research demonstrated that appropriate out-vehicle guiding information and in-vehicle navigation information will help drivers achieve reasonable and safe lane-changing behaviors. However, determining appropriate lane-changing spacing intervals and reasonable lane-changing locations will be the primary concern under different traffic conditions. As Wang et al. [11] noted, psycho-physical characteristics of drivers will influence their lane-changing behaviors. The secondary concern will be how to guide and restrain driver behavior using internal vehicle information (i.e., navigation, head-up display) and external vehicle information (i.e., traffic signs, markings, and variable message sign).

For merging/diverging behavior on freeways, Marczak et al. [24] compared and analyzed two empirical trajectory datasets, and then found the acceptable gaps and rejected gaps in the conceptual model of merging behavior. Leclercq et al. [25] calibrated and analyzed the relaxation model with only one parameter E, and utilized NGSIM trajectory data for calibration and verification. Knoop et al. [26] studied the impact of the on-ramp and merger rates of changing in lane distribution as a result of variable speed limit. Laval and Daganzo [27] used a model to track lane converters accurately and obtained four measurement parameters. Zheng [28] discussed the methods and characteristics of the lane-changing decision-making process model and the quantitative lane-changing behavior impact model on surrounding lanes.

3. Lane-Changing Behavior Analysis of Off-Ramp Areas

At off-ramp areas, drivers often change lanes subconsciously. Because of their own driving habits and the road conditions, the behaviors of some drivers are disorderly and non-standard. Vehicles, according to their destination at the off-ramp area, can be divided into two categories: mainline vehicles and off-ramp vehicles. The lane-changing behaviors of these mainline and off-ramp vehicles will be analyzed in this section.

3.1. Lane-Changing Behavior of Through Vehicles

For single lane conditions, the mainline and off-ramp vehicles will present a simple diverging flow phenomenon. In fact, at the off-ramp area of urban expressways, most off-ramps are multiple lanes. Ideally, all of the vehicles have finished their lane-changing behaviors when they approach off-ramp areas. The mainline vehicles have driven to the straight lane, and the off-ramp vehicles have driven to the outer lane before they get to the off-ramp area. Then, these vehicles present a simple diverging flow at the off-ramp area.
Figure 1 shows the actual lane-changing behaviors of multi-lane off-ramps under different road conditions. The first condition is a no traffic jam condition, as shown in Figure 1a. As different traffic speeds are in different lanes, some through vehicles will change lanes at the driver’s own will and drive to the faster or more comfortable lane to improve their own driving experience. The second condition is a traffic jam condition where traffic volume of through vehicles is too large at the off-ramp area. All of the mainline vehicles move slowly, but the off-ramp vehicles are not that congested. Consequently, some of the main-line vehicles choose to change lanes to the off-ramp lane illegally and then drive to the straight lane before the exit, as shown in Figure 1b. The third condition occurs at the off-ramp area, where the road is congested by off-ramp saturation or over-saturation. All of the off-ramp vehicles move slowly, and then some of the off-ramp vehicles take up the straight lane to finish their lane-changing behavior. This condition will extrude the spacing of through vehicles, which makes some of the main-line vehicles change lanes to the inner lane. It will make the traffic flow worse, as shown in Figure 1c.

3.2. Lane-Changing Behavior of Off-Ramp Vehicles

Under non-standard driving conditions, the off-ramp vehicles often have the kind of driving behavior shown in Figure 2. The first condition is shown in Figure 2a. Under no traffic jam conditions, due to less familiarity of the road environment or to bad driving habits, some of the off-ramp vehicles do not finish their lane-changing behavior from the inner lane to outer lane. The off-ramp vehicles conflict with the mainline vehicles, which cause rear vehicle delay. The second condition occurs when the straight lanes are saturated, the vehicles at the off-ramp area move slowly. The drivers of the off-ramp vehicles will drive to the outer lane for exiting as early as possible when they realize the road is congested ahead. Some off-ramp vehicles will continue to drive in the inner lanes, but it will be
difficult to finish their lane-changing behavior to the ramp on time. Consequently, their lane-changing behaviors will aggravate the traffic congestion at the off-ramp area, as shown in Figure 2b. The third condition is shown in Figure 2c. The off-ramp lanes are saturated or over-saturated. In this situation, some off-ramp vehicles will comply with the provisions of the road for exiting the ramp, and there will be some who choose to change lanes to the straight lane for cutting in line. To achieve exiting the ramp, their behaviors will aggravate the congestion of the road and cause congestion of the through lanes at some point.

Figure 2. Lane-changing behaviors of off-ramp vehicles under different traffic conditions: (a) no traffic jam; (b) through traffic flow saturation or over-saturation; and (c) off-ramp traffic flow saturation or over-saturation.

4. Data and Methodology

4.1. Investigation of Vehicle Lane-Changing Behavior in Off-Ramp Areas

Two typical off-ramp areas in Beijing were investigated in this paper, which were off-ramp areas at the Yongdingmen bridge (YB) of 2nd-Ring Road and at the Taiyanggong bridge (TB) of 3rd-Ring Road. The off-ramp of YB connects the 2nd-Ring Road and the Dongbinhelu with a length of approximately 110 m. The other off-ramp is approximately 500 m and connects the 3rd-Ring Road and the Jingcheng freeway.

Field investigation found that the YB segment is easily congested due to the heavy traffic volume of straight lanes. Some mainline vehicles take up off-ramp lanes, which lead to rear vehicle delays and cause some off-ramp vehicles to occupy the emergency lane. As shown in Figure 3a, vehicle A and vehicle B are mainlined through vehicles, and they should change lanes to the straight lanes as early as possible instead of driving in the off-ramp lane, which causes the queuing phenomenon. Some off-ramp vehicles (such as vehicle C and vehicle D in Figure 3a) will drive in the emergency lane. If the through vehicles (such as vehicle A and vehicle B in Figure 3a) always drove in straight lanes
before they got to the off-ramp area, the off-ramp lane may not queue, and the off-ramp vehicles C and D may not drive in the emergency lane.

![Figure 3. Lane-changing behavior of the field investigation in the off-ramp area of the Yongdingmen bridge (YB) and the Taiyanggong bridge (TB): (a) YB, and (b) TB.](image)

Differing with YB, the TB segment will be easily congested by off-ramp saturation. Some off-ramp vehicles do not want to queue in off-ramp lanes and take up straight lanes, which cause rear mainline vehicle delay. As shown in Figure 3b, the off-ramp vehicles (such as vehicle A and vehicle B in Figure 3b) should change lanes to the off-ramp lane as early as possible instead of driving in the straight lane and changing lanes right at the last minute, which delays the rear through vehicles. If the off-ramp vehicles can finish their lane-changing behaviors before they are very close to the off-ramp area, then the travel speed of straight lanes as well as the road capacity will be improved.

4.2. Basic Simulation Scenario (Scenario I)

In this paper, by means of the combination of theoretical analysis and traffic simulation, and by using the travel time and average speed obtained by VISSIM simulation as indicators, the appropriate lane-changing spacing of off-ramp areas was studied. This paper needed to analyze the individual behavior of vehicles under different traffic guidance ways. A VISSIM simulation can generate the average delay, average speed, travel time, and queue length of vehicles, and can describe driving behavior. At the same time, the built-in operation model of VISSIM is suitable for describing the lane-changing behavior of vehicles. Based on the research of this paper, the VISSIM simulation platform was selected for research. The VISSIM lane-changing model uses a rule-based lane-changing model. The time and spacing of lane-changing depend on the speed of the front vehicle and the vehicle wanting to change lanes. The lateral position of the vehicle has little influence on lane-changing behavior and lane-changing spacing. Therefore, the influence of the lateral position of the vehicle was not considered.

The basic simulation scenario was based on the field investigation of YB by setting traffic flow parameters (such as hourly volume and ratio of off-ramp vehicles) and basic road facility parameters (such as speed limit, ramp geometric dimensioning, and number of lanes) of the investigation area to simulate the traffic flow conditions of the off-ramp area. The simulation environment was VISSIM, and the lane-changing model adopted the free lane-changing model used in VISSIM. The length of simulation segment was 1800 m with an upstream part 1300 m away from the off-ramp exit section and a downstream part 500 m in length.

According to actual conditions of Scenario I, the upstream part of the YB segment away from the off-ramp exit section is a four-lane segment and the downstream part of the mainline segment is three lanes. The off-ramp is one lane and the side road connected to the off-ramp is two lanes.

Considering field traffic data and actual road geometric parameters, the volume unit was a standard passenger car, and the volume and speed limit parameters were as follows. The traffic volume of the straight lane was 1200 pcu/h/lane, and the corresponding speed limit was 80 km/h; the traffic volume of the side road was 400 pcu/h/lane, and the corresponding speed limit was 50 km/h; the ratio of off-ramp vehicles was 20%/h/lane, and the speed limit of the off-ramp was 40 km/h.
To insure the reliability and specificity of the simulation results and to study the impact of lane-changing spacing interval on traffic flow conditions at the off-ramp areas, the following assumptions were made to eliminate the influence of other factors: (1) there was no congestion of the mainline downstream, and (2) there was no congestion of the side road downstream.

4.3. Lane-Changing Spacing Interval Parameters and Traffic Flow Detectors

Let S denote the lane-changing spacing interval—a spacing interval where all vehicles (including mainline through vehicles and off-ramp vehicles) can make lane-changing behaviors freely to drive in their expected lane. Vehicles can change lanes according to their own wishes if the lane-change condition permits. The range of S was from the section of free lane-changing to the separation point of ramp and mainline. Before the vehicles approached the section of free lane-changing, each vehicle drove in its initial lane, and the mainline through vehicles and the off-ramp vehicles were evenly distributed in each lane.

The average speed of each section and the travel time could effectively reflect the state of traffic flow. Two types of traffic detectors were set up in the simulation scenario: one was the traffic flow detector, which could collect the traffic volume and the average speed of the section in the statistics period (Detectors A and B); the other was the travel time detectors, which could detect the average travel time of the vehicles passing the given two sections in a statistical period (Detectors C, D1 and D2). Based on the simulation scenario, the position of the detector settings is shown in Figure 4.

The traffic flow detection was set at 100 m upstream of the off-ramp section; the starting point of the travel time detector was set at 1200 m upstream of the off-ramp section, and two end points were separately set at the main road and the auxiliary road 300 m downstream of the off-ramp section.

Figure 4. Distribution position of traffic detectors of the basic simulation scenario.

4.4. Multi-Parameter Simulation Scenario (Scenario II)

To study the relationship of lane-changing spacing interval and road capacity of the off-ramp, based on Scenario I, the relationship of lane-changing spacing interval and the state of traffic flow under different traffic volumes with a different ratio of off-ramp vehicles was studied. This simulation scenario can be regarded as Scenario II, whose basic simulation parameters were the same as Scenario I. The two indexes of sectional speed (SS) and travel time (TT) were selected to measure the traffic flow state.

4.4.1. Traffic Volume Given Based Simulation Scenario (Scenario II.1):

Let S and r be the lane-changing spacing interval vector and ratio of off-ramp vehicle of Scenario II.1. \( S = [50, 100, \ldots, 1200] \) (unit: m), and \( r = [5\%, 10\%, \ldots, 50\%] \). The given traffic volume was 1200 pcu/h/lane. The next step was to analyze the traffic flow state of Scenario II.1 with different lane-changing spacing intervals and ratios of off-ramp vehicles by different combinations of S and r. The simulation period for each combination was one hour.

4.4.2. Lane-changing Ratio Given Basic Simulation Scenario (Scenario II.2):

Given 20% as the ratio of off-ramp vehicles, let Q be the traffic flow volume for each lane and initialize \( S = [50, 100, \ldots, 1200] \) (unit: m) and \( Q = [900, 1000, \ldots, 1800] \) (unit: pcu/h/lane) for Scenario...
II.2. The traffic flow state based on indexes SS and TT were studied in Scenario II.2 by different combinations of S and Q. The simulation time was the same as Scenario II.1.

5. Simulation Results and Discussion

5.1. Simulation Results of Scenario I

Based on Scenario I, Figure 5 shows the traffic flow states of the off-ramp area for Scenario I at 30th min with different lane-changing spacing intervals. It can be seen intuitively in Figure 5 that the congestion states of traffic flow at the off-ramp area were very different with different lane-changing spacing intervals. The larger the lane-changing spacing interval was, the less congestion at the off-ramp area (or even no congestion). With a long enough lane-changing spacing interval, vehicles could pass through the off-ramp area quickly. With an increasing lane-changing spacing interval, vehicles could achieve non-interference lane-changing behaviors as soon as possible. The off-ramp vehicles could change to outer lanes without interference as early as possible and provide more space to other vehicles so that the mainline through vehicles could change to inner lanes in advance. Then, at off-ramp areas, a kind of diverging flow could be formed, which decreased the probability of congestion. In contrast, when the lane-changing spacing interval was insufficient, the off-ramp vehicles would change from inner lanes to outer lanes in a limited spacing interval, which led to interference lane-changing behaviors. Some vehicles may decelerate or even stop in inner lanes, delaying rear mainline through vehicles. These vehicles occupied inner lanes and greatly affected non-off-ramp vehicles in changing to inner lanes. Then, interference lane-changing behaviors occurred in both mainline through vehicles and off-ramp vehicles, which led to congested weaving flow and easily formed local congestion. As time passes by, the congestion further spreads to upstream segments. Finally, it could cause regional congestion, which seriously reduces the road capacity of the off-ramp area.

![Figure 5](image_url)

**Figure 5.** Traffic flow states of off-ramp area for Scenario I at 30th min with different lane-changing spacing intervals.

Table 1 shows the traffic volume results of detectors A (upstream mainline volume) and B (off-ramp volume) (see Figure 4) under different lane-changing spacing intervals for a one-hour simulation in Scenario I. With an increasing lane-changing spacing interval, the corresponding traffic volume increased. When the lane-changing spacing interval was larger than 400 m, the current traffic facilities could fit the requirements of traffic demands (as shown in Scenario I), which were 4800 pcu (the second column in Table 1) in total (four lanes) and 960 pcu (the third column in Table 1) in the on-ramp (20% of off-ramp vehicles). Because some vehicles upstream did not yet pass detectors A and B when the simulation was done, the outputs of detectors A and B were a little bit smaller than vehicles that passed detector C.
Table 1. Outputs of detectors A and B of Scenario I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lane-Changing Spacing Interval (m)</th>
<th>Outputs of Detector A (#pcu/h)</th>
<th>Outputs of Detector B (#pcu/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2581</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2895</td>
<td>542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>3086</td>
<td>591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>3325</td>
<td>654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>3595</td>
<td>716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>4017</td>
<td>791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>4017</td>
<td>798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>4732</td>
<td>928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>4732</td>
<td>929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>4732</td>
<td>928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>4732</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>4733</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>4733</td>
<td>929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>4734</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>4733</td>
<td>928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>4733</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850</td>
<td>4733</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>4733</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>950</td>
<td>4734</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4733</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050</td>
<td>4732</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>4732</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150</td>
<td>4732</td>
<td>931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>4730</td>
<td>923</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.1. Analyzing Sectional Speed Index (SSI):

Figure 6 shows SSI with different lane-changing spacing intervals. When the lane-changing spacing was larger than 400 m, the vehicles basically had their ideal driving speeds, which could guarantee the design capacity at the off-ramp area. When the lane-changing spacing was less than 400 m, congestion occurred and the vehicles moved slowly. The less the lane-changing spacing was, the more serious the congestion. When the lane-changing spacing increased from 350 to 400 m, the corresponding speed had a distinct jump, which meant congestion could occur in a qualitative manner. Sometimes, a small disturbance (such as a random vehicle arriving) will lead to a tiny congestion. If the tiny congestion cannot be released in time, it will aggravate rapidly and spread upstream.

![Figure 6](image-url)
5.1.2. Analyzing Travel Time Index (TTI):

TTI can also reflect the traffic state of the off-ramp area. Figure 7 shows TTIs with different lane-changing spacing intervals. When the lane-changing spacing interval was large, it means no congestion will happen in the ramp area, then the travel time at the off-ramp area was short. When the lane-changing spacing interval was small, the speed was low and the travel time was long. A long travel time meant that the traffic flow was in a congested state and the vehicles moved slowly. Similar with Figure 6, a distinct jump of TTI between 350 and 400 m can also be observed in Figure 7.

![Travel time indexes (TTIs) between sections of Detector C and sections of Detectors D1 and D2.](image)

Figure 7. Travel time indexes (TTIs) between sections of Detector C and sections of Detectors D1 and D2.

5.2. Simulation Results of Scenario II

5.2.1. Analyzing SSI:

It can be seen from Figure 8a, for the same traffic volume, the larger the lane-changing spacing interval was, the higher the SSI was. For the same lane-changing space, the smaller the traffic volume was, the higher the SSI was. In no congestion conditions the value of SSI eventually tended towards the expected speed. When the traffic volume was approximately 1200 pcu/h/lane, the lane-changing spacing interval for these vehicles was not less than 500 m. When the traffic volume was less than 1000 pcu/h/lane, the spacing interval 300 m was enough for these vehicles to reach their expected speeds. When the traffic volume was from 1200 to 1500 pcu/h/lane, the desired lane-changing spacing interval was from 500 to 1200 m. When the traffic volume was more than 1500 pcu/h/lane, the spacing interval 1200 m did not fit the requirement for these vehicles. At this point, there was many interference lane-changing behaviors, which easily caused traffic congestion. Then, a large enough lane-changing spacing interval will be necessary for heavy traffic volume.

For Figure 8b, given the ratio of off-ramp vehicles, the larger the lane-changing spacing interval was, the higher the SSI was. For the same lane-changing spacing interval, a larger ratio of off-ramp vehicles required a larger lane-changing spacing interval. As shown in Figure 8b, when the ratio of off-ramp vehicles was less than 25%, a 500 m-long lane-changing spacing interval guaranteed ideal speeds for these vehicles. When the ratio of the off-ramp vehicles was between 25% and 40%, 500 to 1000 m was needed for lane-changing spacing. In addition, when the ratio was more than 40%, vehicles could not always reach their ideal driving speed for a lane-changing spacing interval of 1200 m. At this point, the relationship of the lane-changing spacing interval and SSI was a positive correlation. In some key off-ramp areas, through traffic management and guidance to reduce the ratio of off-ramp vehicles, the congestion could be relieved effectively. A kind of active traffic management—smart ramp management—could be implemented by using adjacent multi-ramps to share peak hour traffic volume.
interval was from 500 to 1200 m. When the traffic volume was more than 1500 pcu/h/lane, the spacing interval did not fit the requirement for these vehicles. At this point, there was many lane-changing behaviors, which easily caused traffic congestion. Then, a large enough lane-changing spacing interval will be necessary for heavy traffic volume.

For Figure 8b, given the ratio of off-ramp vehicles, the larger the lane-changing spacing interval was, the higher the SSI was. For the same lane-changing spacing interval, a larger ratio of off-ramp vehicles led to a lower SSI. To have smooth traffic flow, a larger ratio of off-ramp vehicles required a larger lane-changing spacing interval. As shown in Figure 8b, when the ratio of off-ramp vehicles was less than 25%, a 500 m-long lane-changing spacing interval guaranteed ideal speeds for these vehicles. When the ratio of the off-ramp vehicles was between 25% and 40%, 500 to 1000 m was needed for lane-changing spacing. In addition, when the ratio was more than 40%, vehicles could not always reach their ideal driving speed for a lane-changing spacing interval of 1200 m. At this point, the relationship of the lane-changing spacing interval and SSI was a positive correlation. In some key off-ramp areas, through traffic management and guidance to reduce the ratio of off-ramp vehicles, the congestion could be relieved effectively. A kind of active traffic management—smart ramp management—could be implemented by using adjacent multi-ramps to share peak hour traffic volume.

Figure 8. Three-dimensional state diagrams of Scenario II based on SSI: (a) Scenario II.1; and (b) Scenario II.2.

5.2.2. Analyzing TTI:

Figure 9 shows the three-dimensional state diagrams of Scenario II based on TTI. As shown in Figure 9a,b, for the same traffic volume, the larger the lane-changing spacing interval was, the shorter the travel time will be. A larger lane-changing spacing interval could disperse the negative impact of lane-changing behavior. When the traffic volume increased, a larger lane-changing spacing interval would be required. When the traffic volume was 900 pcu/h/lane, the corresponding lane-changing spacing interval was 200 m, which could ensure a short travel time. Then, for every 100 pcu/h/lane of traffic volume increase, the corresponding lane-changing spacing interval increased by approximately 50 m to ensure a non-congestion traffic state at off-ramp areas.

Figure 9c,d are the three-dimensional state diagrams of mainline through vehicles and off-ramp vehicles based on TTI with different ratios of off-ramp vehicles. For the same ratio, with an increase in the lane-changing spacing interval, TTI decreased to a fixed value, which referred to a free flow state. It was recommended that the off-ramp vehicles should change to outer lanes as early as possible to avoid aggravating congestion. For a larger ratio of off-ramp vehicles, the lane-changing spacing interval should have enough lane-changing distance and meet lane-changing demand between these vehicles. When the ratio of off-ramp vehicles was less than 40%, the TTI decreased distinctly with an increase in the lane-changing spacing interval. When the ratio was over 40%, the value of lane-changing spacing interval had less influence on TTI because the traffic in the off-ramp area had to be in a congested state.
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Figure 9. Three-dimensional state diagrams of Scenario II based on TTI: (a) Scenario II.1 between Detector C and Detector D1; (b) Scenario II.1 between Detector C and Detector D2; (c) Scenario II.2 between Detector C and Detector D1; and (d) Scenario II.2 between Detector C and Detector D2.

5.3. Discussion

Based on the actual investigation data, this paper used VISSIM to simulate various scenarios, such as different lane-changing spacing intervals, different traffic volumes, and different on-ramp ratios, and then compared the results. VISSIM simulation is widely used in research, and its output results and methods have sufficient accuracy and credibility. However, in this paper, research on the appropriate lane-changing spacing for off-ramp areas of urban expressways was only theoretical and remained in the VISSIM simulation; it has not been verified in practice. Because the study of lane-changing spacing in this paper is relatively novel, it has not been applied in expressways. For guiding practical applications based on the method proposed in this paper, Figure 10 shows a flow chart to determine appropriate lane-changing spacing intervals for general cases. In order to
make the conclusions more convincing, further research will progress with the development of driving simulation scenarios and the recruitment of drivers for experiments.
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Figure 10. A flow chart to determine appropriate lane-changing spacing intervals for general cases.

6. Conclusions

Based on the actual investigation data, the driving behaviors in off-ramp areas of urban expressways are analyzed and simulated to study the relationship of a lane-changing spacing interval and traffic flow state with different traffic volumes and different ratios of off-ramp vehicles. Insufficient lane-changing spacing intervals for certain traffic volume demand causes congestion, because the off-ramp vehicles will always change lanes intensively when they travel to the off-ramp area. These behaviors will affect the through vehicles and lead to unnecessary delays for rear vehicles. In engineering, one way to avoid unnecessary delays is to determine reasonable lane-changing spacing intervals for certain off-ramp areas and traffic volume demands. Another way is to avoid compressing existing lane-changing spacing intervals by guiding the lane-changing behavior of the vehicles.

Therefore, an appropriate lane-changing spacing interval is the basic guarantee for road safety and road capacity. Bad driving behaviors will lead to congestion. With a sufficient lane-changing spacing interval, traffic managers need to guide drivers to make full use of existing lane-changing spacing intervals effectively to avoid interference lane-changing behaviors. If off-ramp vehicles always change lanes just near the exit of an off-ramp, especially some off-ramp vehicles driving in the inner lanes, they will severely disturb the normal driving of through vehicles and cause unnecessary delay for rear vehicles. These behaviors will disturb traffic flow and probably lead to congestion or traffic accidents. Thus, it is necessary to standardize lane-changing behaviors, especially for off-ramp vehicles, to reduce interference lane-change behavior. This can improve the smoothness of traffic flow and help to avoid traffic accidents caused by compulsive lane-changing behaviors. A kind of “smart lane management” can be adopted in future traffic management. A combination strategy by using fixed
traffic signs, traffic markings, and various message signs can be implemented to standardize and restrain lane-changing behaviors in off-ramp areas.

The results of this paper are useful in several aspects: (1) to further optimize lane-changing behaviors to improve road capacity; (2) to provide a reference for location selection and design of urban expressway entrances and exits; and (3) to guide the design for an appropriate combination of strategies of lane-changing behavior guidance. In future studies we can focus on the following: (1) lane-changing behaviors and active lane management strategies in weaving and diverging areas; and (2) appropriate constraint methods of lane-changing behavior with different traffic flow states and their corresponding engineering designs for lane-changing behavior guidance and constraint.
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